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PURPOSE. The aim of this study was to define landmarks to better characterize foveal
microstructure in normal subjects and in preterms with or without signs of immaturity, and to
report on thickness changes of outer foveal layers following analysis of optical coherence
tomography (OCT) B-scan images.

METHODS. Selected eyes from eight young adults with a history of prematurity (24–33 weeks of
gestation) and five controls were imaged using conventional and directional OCT. Retinal
layer thickness analysis was performed at selected temporal eccentricities defined by the
individual distance between two landmarks for each case, the foveal center and the foveal rim.

RESULTS. The use of a foveal center and foveal rim landmark transformation enabled
comparisons of interindividual B-scans at corresponding landmark positions in both controls
and preterms. We found a 20% shorter foveal center to foveal rim distance in preterms with an
immature fovea than in controls. Reflectometric and manual segmentation measurements
showed increased thickness of inner retinal layers and photoreceptor cell body and outer
plexiform layers centrally, but no observable change of photoreceptor inner and outer segment
thickness.

CONCLUSIONS. Our landmark-based analysis of OCT images using reflectometry and manual
segmentation provides complementary findings in comparisons of normal and immature
foveal structures. We show a central thickness increase in the outer nuclear layer, outer
plexiform layer, and postreceptor layers in preterms with signs of arrested foveal
development. We found no indication of abnormal photoreceptor inner or outer segment
development in preterms.

Keywords: foveal layer topography, foveal landmarks, reflectometric analysis, optical
coherence tomography, persisting signs of prematurity

The human fovea is a complex structure formed by migration

and transformation of various cell populations during

development.1,2 The marked variability of layer thicknesses

between the foveal center and the region with maximal retinal

thickness makes averaging of certain regions problematic, as in,

for example, the Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study

(ETDRS) grid.3 Interindividual variability of normal foveal

microstructure adds to this complexity.4–6

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is an established

imaging technique that enables noninvasive visualization of the

normal and abnormal retina.7,8 Although retinal structures can

be characterized using built-in OCT image analysis software,

inherent limitations, such as the inability to differentiate

adjacent layers due to similar layer reflectance properties or

abnormal structural changes, may necessitate the use of other

techniques. Longitudinal reflectometric profiles9–11 have been

used to study local features of retinal layers, and directional

OCT imaging12–14 enables the separation of the outer plexiform

layer (OPL), Henle fiber layer (HFL), and outer nuclear layer

(ONL). Irrespective of the method of choice there is a need for

a strategy to select relevant and informative measurement

positions to better describe the topography and microstructure
of the normal and abnormal fovea.

A starting point for the search of appropriate measurement
positions is obviously the definition of possible landmarks of
the inner and outer parts of the fovea. Little information is
found in the clinical literature defining the adult fovea, and
there are no consistent ophthalmoscopic descriptions of
landmarks.15 OCT studies have evaluated foveal pit metrics
such as foveal center diameter, foveal slope, and foveal margin,5

but definitions of other landmarks are lacking. However,
Polyak16 describes possible landmarks in his extensive mono-
graph of the anatomy of the human retina, and Curcio and
colleagues17 give a detailed description of the various layers of
the adult fovea. The dynamics and histologic characteristics
during normal development of the fovea have also been
described.2,18–20

A combination of anatomic and OCT image analysis of the
developing normal fovea has revealed structural correlates and
enabled the interpretation of OCT images in many respects.21

Analyses of spectral-domain OCT (SD-OCT) images of the fovea
before and after full-term birth have shown the dynamic
changes in different foveal layers from approximately 30 weeks
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of gestation through different stages of normal maturation.21,22

In general, development follows a timeline with continuous
increases in layer thicknesses,23 but in some preterms with or
without retinopathy the development of the inner retina is
arrested at a certain stage.24,25

In a previous study of preterms born extremely premature
we found persisting signs of immaturity indicating retardation
of several developmental events when imaged by low-
resolution SD-OCT at an age of 6.5 years.26 One finding of
this study was remarkable: The combined thickness of the
OPL, HFL, ONL, and inner segment (IS) layer at the foveal
center was proportionally increased compared to that at the
position of maximal foveal thickness in cases with marked
immaturity. Similar observations of a proportional central
increase of these outer retinal layers compared to periphery
have been reported in previous OCT studies of cases with
prematurity or retinopathy of prematurity (ROP).25,27,28 These
interesting observations of structural changes at the foveal
center involving the combined photoreceptor cell body and
axon layers, and also of true ONL as a separate layer, make it
important to further analyze the outer retina in cases with a
history of prematurity in spite of observations of unchanged
photoreceptor segment layers.27

The OPL, HFL, and ONL are difficult to separate due to poor
reflectivity differences between these layers in conventional
OCT images. However, the introduction of directional OCT12,14

with analyses of tilted images enables the separation of these
layers. Qualitative observations of tilted images in our previous
study of preterms indicated increased thickness of the ONL.26

The aim of our study was to identify a strategy to
characterize the foveal topography and microstructure in
normal subjects and in preterms with or without signs of
immaturity, such as incomplete displacement of inner retinal
layers from the foveal center. We report on landmark
definitions and redistribution of the outer foveal layers
following analysis of conventional and directional SD-OCT
images. Thickening of the photoreceptor cell body and
pedicle/synapse layers was observed in the central part of
the fovea in addition to the clinically observable changes of the
inner postreceptor layers.

METHODS

The research followed the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki.
All subjects were informed about the goals, consequences, and
protocol of the study and then provided their written informed
consent.

Subjects

Selected eyes from eight young adults (four females) with a
history of prematurity (24–33 weeks of gestation) and five
controls (Table 1) were imaged using two commercial SD-OCT

systems (Cirrus HD-OCT 4000 and 5000; Carl Zeiss Meditec,
Dublin, CA, USA) at the Optometry Clinic, Karolinska
Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden.

The preterms, 22 to 33 years of age at examination, were
divided into three subgroups based on the degree of foveal
immaturity after clinical grading of OCT scans at the foveal center
(FC) (Table 1). The degree of foveal immaturity was based on
signs of reduced foveal depth (FD) and presence of postreceptor
or inner retinal layers (IRL) at FC. The preterm groups (PG) were
classified as follows: PG1 (n¼ 3), no signs of foveal immaturity;
PG2 (n¼3) and PG3 (n¼2), incomplete displacement of IRL and
reduced FD indicating arrested foveal development. In PG1 and
PG2 none of the subjects had history of ROP, while both subjects
in PG3 had received cryotherapy treatment due to ROP. Axial
length (AL) was not available in the two PG3 subjects.

In addition, five control subjects (all females) aged 20 to 33
years were recruited among staff members and students at the
Optometry School at Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden.
Inclusion criteria were birth at term, no history of ocular
disease, and absence of visual complaint.

OCT Imaging and Analysis

Centered and displaced SD-OCT entrance beam positions were
used to obtain straight and tilted scans, respectively, with the
Cirrus HD-OCT from Zeiss. All high-definition images were
captured using the HD 5 Line Raster protocol without spacing
between scans, and each B-scan was imaged 20 times. Straight
scans (i.e., horizontal SD-OCT B-scans with entrance beam
positions through the pupil center with a distinct light reflex in
the foveal pit) were selected for reflectometric analysis. These
images showed most marked differences between hyperreflec-
tive and hyporeflective layers and best defined borders between
retinal layers of interest compared to tilted scans obtained with
OCT entrance beam positions displaced from the pupil center.
The displacement from the pupil center was individually
adjusted to obtain maximum hyperreflectivity of the HFL over
the imaging area. Straight scans and tilted scans, with entrance
beam positions displaced from the pupil center, were selected for
manual segmentation of outer retinal layers (OPL, HFL, and ONL).

All images were registered, averaged, and flattened to the
posterior retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) boundary using a two-
step procedure. Image preprocessing was performed using
software in the public domain (Fiji 1.48v)29 and included cropping
images to same size, grouping images in a stack, registering the
image stack using scaled rotation, and creating an average image
from the registered stack. Average images were flattened using
semiautomatic custom software written in MATLAB (2014a;
Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) that is freely available upon request:

1. Images were oversampled by a factor of 4 to avoid edge
artifacts during flattening.

2. Points along the posterior boundary of the RPE layer
were selected manually.

TABLE 1. Demographic Data of Prematurity Groups and Controls

Groups GA, Weeks BW, g SE, Diopters BCVA, Decimal AL, mm

PG1*, n ¼ 3 28–32 750–1750 þ1 to �0.5 1.2–1.6 23.4–24.5

PG2†, n ¼ 3 29–33 1170–2100 0 to �13 1.0–1.5 23.9–28.3

PG3‡, n ¼ 2 24–26 700–870 �0.5 to �3.5 1.0–1.25 NA

Controls, n ¼ 5 NA NA þ1.25 to �4.75, (median �0.25) 1.0–1.2, (median 1.2) 22.1–25.2, (median 23.0)

All data are presented with range values for PG1 to PG3. Both ranges and medians are given for the control group. GA, gestational age; BW, birth
weight; SE, spherical equivalent; BCVA, best-corrected visual acuity; NA, not available.

* PG1, prematurity group 1 (no signs of foveal immaturity and no ROP).
† PG2, prematurity group 2 (incomplete IRL displacement, shallow foveal pit, and no ROP).
‡ PG3, prematurity group 3 (incomplete IRL displacement, very shallow foveal pit, and treated ROP).
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3. A polynomial was fit to the identified points (Fig. 1A).
4. Images were flattened by sliding each image column

vertically downward to align all polynomial pixels to a
horizontal line defined by the minimum of the fitted
polynomial (Fig. 1A).

5. Flattened images (Fig. 1B) were downsampled to original
size and saved for subsequent analysis.

All image analysis was performed using Fiji 1.48v. The
temporal side was selected for analysis to avoid the asymmetry
caused by the marked thickening of the retinal nerve fiber layer
(RNFL) on the nasal side in SD-OCT B-scan images (Fig. 1B).
The x-coordinates of the FC and foveal rim (R) positions were
identified in the flattened images. The FC position in the
flattened images was defined as the maximum 63 pixels of the
outer segment (OS) bulge (inner segment/outer segment [IS/
OS] line) based on peak quality of the longitudinal reflecto-
metric profile. The R position was defined as the first pixel
where the inner limiting membrane (ILM) of the foveal slope
intersects a horizontal line tangential to the ILM. This was
accomplished in Fiji by vertically displacing a horizontal line,
parallel to the RPE in the flattened image, until it intersected
the ILM (Fig. 1B). Foveal depth was defined as the difference
between the average of nasal and temporal retinal thickness at
R and retinal thickness at FC (Fig. 1B) in the flattened images.

Longitudinal reflectometric profiles were obtained at FC
and six temporal positions displaced 12.5% (0.125R), 18.75%
(0.1875R), 25% (0.25R), 50% (0.5R), 100% (R), and 200% (2R)
of the foveal rim distance from FC along the temporal hemi-
meridian in flattened straight images (Fig. 2). Manual segmen-
tation was performed at FC, 0.25R, 0.5R, R, and 2R positions in
flattened straight and tilted images.

The temporal rim position of one case (PG3-2) was
estimated from the nasal rim position due to a very flat
temporal thickness profile. Analysis by reflectometry and
manual segmentation of conventional OCT B-scan images was
possible in all cases, whereas directional OCT B-scan images
could not be obtained for the two PG3 cases. Mean 6 SD
retinal layer thicknesses were calculated from measurements of
peak-to-peak distances in longitudinal reflectometric profiles
or manually segmented borders (Fig. 3).

The scan length of an OCT differs between subjects due to
interindividual variations in AL. Individual retinal scaling
factors30 calculated from AL measurements were used to
compensate for these differences in lateral magnification in all
groups except the PG3 group, where AL was not measured.
Retinal scaling factors (mean 6 SD) were 0.95 6 0.06 for
controls, 0.98 6 0.02 for PG1, and 1.05 6 0.10 for PG2. The
calibrated value of 24.46 mm of the Cirrus SD-OCT, yielding a
retinal scaling factor of unity, was used for the two PG3 cases.

Images for manual segmentation were obtained using both
conventional and directional OCT. By horizontally varying the
OCT entry position over the pupil of the eye to an off-axis
position relative to position of the conventional scan,
directional OCT yields tilted images with a hyperreflective
HFL relative to the ONL on the tilt-down side and a
hyporeflective HFL relative to the ONL on the tilt-up side
(Fig. 4). This method enables direct visualization and quanti-
fication of OPL, HFL, and ONL thickness.

RESULTS

Quantitative evaluation of the normal/abnormal central fovea
based on measurements of FD and IRL from the ILM to the
inner nuclear layer (INL) covering FC (Fig. 5) confirmed the
clinical grading (cf. Methods). Marked changes in FD and IRL
displacement at FC were observed in PG2 and PG3 compared
to controls and PG1 cases and were defined as signs of arrested
foveal development.

The foveal pit minimum position was displaced temporally
relative to the OS bulge maximum position in all but three
subjects, with nasal displacement in two subjects and
coincident in one subject (Table 2). It is notable that a
displacement greater than 25 lm was found in two controls
and the majority (4/5) of PG2 and PG3 cases.

The profile of the central fovea (FC to 0.25R) was changed
in the two groups of preterms with abnormal central retina
(PG2 and PG3) with increased thickness of postreceptor layers
(IRL), pedicle/synapse layer (OPL), and photoreceptor cell
body (ONL) layer (Figs. 6, 7).

FIGURE 1. (A) Registered average of straight SD-OCT B-scan image of normal retina (C-1). Black dashed line indicates polynomial fit to RPE layer,
and white dotted line indicates horizontal tangent to the minimum of the fitted polynomial. Arrows indicate vertical straightening translation. (B)
Image of normal retina in (A) after flattening to the RPE layer. White vertical lines indicate measurement positions along the temporal (T) hemi-
meridian, which was selected for analysis to avoid the thicker nerve fiber layer on the nasal side. The R position was defined by the intersection of
the upper dashed horizontal line and the ILM (only temporal side shown). The lower dashed horizontal line tangential indicates the bottom of
the foveal pit. Foveal depth (FD) was defined as the difference between the average of nasal and temporal retinal thickness at R and retinal thickness
at FC (only FD_T shown). FC, foveal center; R, foveal rim; 0.125R, 1/8 of R; 0.1875R, 3/16 of R; 0.25R, 1/4 of R; 0.5R, 1/2 of R; 2R, double foveal rim
distance.
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The difference in layer thickness at the foveal rim between
controls and preterms was small, with the exception of case
PG3-1, whose data were outside the range of the others.

The temporal rim (R) position varied in controls between
810 and 1050 lm with a trend toward more central positions
in PG2 and PG3 (Table 2). Due to this variability, the
measurement position eccentricities for controls and preterms
were expressed as a percentage of the temporal rim position in
comparisons of reflectometric data (Fig. 6) and as a mean
micrometer scale for manually segmented data (Figs. 7, 8).

In a search for landmarks besides FC and R, we also studied
the location of the central edge of the OPL (i.e., the most
central position where the OPL band, or inner portion of the
OPL according to the histologic definition,16 first appeared).
The OPL band could not be found at FC in controls (Fig. 2A),
and first appearance was noted at eccentricities ranging from
135 to 225 lm or approximately one-fifth of the FC to R
distance. In PG1, with complete central IRL displacement, the
central edge of the OPL was located more centrally (at 82–102
lm eccentricity) in two out of three cases (Table 2). The
position of the central edge of the OPL was also an indicator of
the appearance of the IRL below the ILM in the control and
PG1 groups. An OPL band covered FC in all cases with arrested
foveal development (PG2 and PG3 groups) (Fig. 2B) at a
relative depth from the ILM ranging from 10% in PG2 to 26% in
PG3 of the total retinal thickness at FC (Fig. 5).

Reflectivity profiles of the outer retina showed three highly
reflective photoreceptor bands representing the external
limiting membrane (ELM) (peak 1), the junction of the
photoreceptor inner and outer segments (IS/OS) (peak 2),
and the interdigitation zone (IZ) (peak 3) both in controls and
in preterms at all measurement positions. In general, peaks 1 to
3 were well-defined single peaks, whereas the RPE band was
sometimes divided into two or more peaks. In a few cases,

where peaks 1 to 3 were vaguely defined, a new longitudinal
reflectometric profile was acquired at a lateral position 1 to 5
pixels away to ensure a clear definition of the peaks.

Distance measurements between peaks 1 to 3 could be
performed on single well-defined peaks. Only scattered values
were obtained of the RPE thickness (the distance between
peak 3 and 4) due to complexity of the RPE peak.

The IS/OS was less reflective than the IZ for all cases at FC,
but this difference decreased with increasing eccentricity due
to a marked increase in IS/OS intensity relative to the other.31

The mean thickness of the combined OPL þ HFL þ ONL in
controls was 100 lm at FC and increased to a plateau of 120 lm
at 0.1875R (approximately 200 lm eccentricity) (Fig. 6B). The
OPL þ HFL þ ONL profile from FC to 0.25R was markedly
changed in all cases with shallow foveal depression and
incomplete central IRL displacement. The combined OPL þ
HFLþONL mean thickness was increased at FC (130 lm in PG2
and 159 lm in PG3 compared to 100 and 102 lm in controls and
PG1, respectively) and showed a centrally displaced position of
maximal thickness compared to controls (Fig. 6B). The
contribution of increased OPL þ HFL þ ONL thickness to
increased total retinal thickness was 60% in PG2 and 43% in PG3.

In contrast, the OS profile showed small differences
between controls and preterms (Fig. 6B). A central lengthening
of photoreceptor OS was noted in all cases with a decline of
approximately 20 lm between FC and 2R (Fig. 6B). The
decline was steeper centrally, approximately 10 lm from FC to
0.25R, followed by a more gradual decline from 0.25R to 2R.

The thickness of IS and OS layers at FC of controls and
prematurity groups was within the same range (Fig. 6B). IS
thickness showed small changes with eccentricity from FC to
0.5R, and thus the profile of the combined IS/OS layer was
almost parallel to that of OS alone (Fig. 6B).

FIGURE 2. Straight SD-OCT images of temporal (A) normal (C-3) and (B) preterm (PG3-1) retina after flattening to the RPE layer. White vertical lines

indicate measurement positions defined by the foveal center (FC) and foveal rim (R) distance. Mean 6 SD retinal layer thicknesses were calculated
from measurements of peak-to-peak distances in the longitudinal reflectometric profiles (top and bottom right). FC, foveal center; 1, 0.125R; 2,
0.1875R; 3, 0.25R; 4, 0.5R; 5, R; 6, 2R; ILM, inner limiting membrane; IRL, inner retinal layers; OPL, outer plexiform layer; HFL, Henle fiber layer;
ONL, outer nuclear layer; ELM, external limiting membrane; ISt, inner segment layer thickness; IS/OS, inner segment outer segment junction line;
OSt, outer segment layer thickness; IZ, interdigitation zone; RPE, retinal pigment epithelium layer.
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Whereas reflectometric analysis was more precise for
separate measurements of photoreceptor segment layers,
manual segmentation of images from conventional and
directional OCT revealed the separate profiles of the OPL,
HFL, and ONL. Measurements of the ONL and hyporeflective
HFL on the tilt-up side were chosen for measurements outside
the foveola (0.25R), whereas analyses of the foveola were
performed on conventional images.

We found increased thickness of the separate OPL and ONL
at FC for PG2 compared to controls (Fig. 7). The most marked
changes were seen in the pedicle/synapse (OPL) and the
photoreceptor cell body (ONL) layers whereas the change of
HFL was marginal (overlapping error bars) and limited to FC.
Compared to controls, true ONL represented 57% (21 lm) and

47% (32 lm) of the total increase of the combined OPLþHFLþ
ONL at FC in PG2 and PG3, respectively. No increase was
found for ONL in PG1. Cumulative thickness changes due to
individual thickening of OPL, HFL, and ONL in PG2 compared
to controls are shown in Figure 8. Analysis of layer thickening
contributing to a shallow fovea showed that an increase of the
OPL and ONL was evident within the central 200 lm with
smaller differences toward the foveal rim.

DISCUSSION

In prematurity group PG1 with normal FD and complete
displacement of IRL from FC, the foveal characteristics were

FIGURE 3. Schematic of layer thickness definitions used for reflectometric (blue, top) and manual (red, bottom) measurements.

FIGURE 4. Flattened directional OCT image of subject PG1-1 displaying a foveal microstructure similar to that of controls. The HFL is
hyperreflective as indicated in part by the black rectangle on the nasal (left) side and hyporeflective as indicated in part by the white rectangle on
the temporal (right) side. Measurement from the side with a hyporeflective HFL is presented in this study.
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within normal limits. In the other two prematurity groups
(PG2 and PG3), all cases were selected to have signs of arrested
foveal development (i.e., incomplete displacement of IRL from
FC and reduced FD as observed in previous studies of
preterms).24,26–28,32,33 The central part of the normal mature
fovea out to approximately 200 lm is thus characterized by the
lack of an OPL and a slightly curved foveal floor. This central
zone also corresponds to an area of the outer part of the retina
characterized by an OS bulge caused by a lengthening of
photoreceptor OS as reported in studies based on histologic
characteristics.16,17,34 The major changes observed in preterms
with arrested foveal development in the present study occur in
this central zone, that is, the foveola.

The most central position where the photoreceptors
connect to the postreceptor retinal layers via cone pedicles

and synapses is a very interesting structural feature. The
detectability by reflectometry of this position of the central
OPL edge gives us a tool in analyzing OCT images to estimate
the most central connection between inner and outer foveal
structures. Comparison between structural features from
anatomy and OCT images have indicated that OPL is the
structural correlate to the layer with cone pedicles and
synapses connecting the photoreceptors to the IRL.17 The
position of the central edge of the OPL at approximately 200
lm is in agreement with the observation of lack of cone
pedicles from FC out to 100 lm35,36 and the appearance of a
continuous layer of pedicles at the border of the foveola.16,20,35

This edge position in OCT images of controls at approximately
20% of the foveal rim distance from FC also indicates the start
of the foveal slope with the appearance and increasing

FIGURE 5. Percentage ratios (mean 6 SD) of FD (ratio of FD at FC and total retinal thickness at R) and of IRL displacement (ratio of IRL thickness at
FC and total retinal thickness at FC) of controls (C) and premature groups (PG1, PG2, and PG3).

TABLE 2. Magnitude and Direction of Displacement of Foveal Pit Minimum Position From OS Bulge Maximum Position, First Appearance of the
Central OPL Edge, and Rim Position Along the Temporal Hemi-Meridian in Control (C) and Premature (PG) Subjects

Subjects

Foveal Pit/OS Bulge Displacement Central OPL Edge* R_T Position

lm Direction lm % of Mean C lm % of Mean C

C-1 7 N 174 91 810 84

C-2 17 T 221 116 1018 106

C-3 27 T 225 118 1050 109

C-4 13 T 135 71 934 97

C-5 35 T 196 103 1011 105

PG1-1 34 T 102 54 1028 107

PG1-2 20 T 82 43 982 102

PG1-3 0 None 228 120 861 89

PG2-1 6 T Incomplete displacement, OPL covers FC 661 69

PG2-2 30 N 866 90

PG2-3 57 T 697 72

PG3-1 75 T Incomplete displacement, OPL covers FC 793 82

PG3-2 134 T 503 52

N, nasal; T, temporal.
* Detected in reflectometric scans below the highly reflective ILM in control and PG1 subjects.
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FIGURE 6. Longitudinal reflectometric profile measurements of retinal layer thickness in micrometers (mean 6 SD) of (A) RT and IRL and (B) OPLþ
HFLþONL, IStþOSt, and OSt along the temporal axis of control (C) and premature groups. Distance along the temporal axis is specified in percent
of the foveal rim (R) distance from FC.
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thickness of the IRL below the ILM and a marked change in
foveal contour. The lower part of the foveal slope out to 0.5R in
controls is characterized by a steeper slope of the foveal
contour. This region also contains the foveal capillary network
encircling the foveal avascular zone.37,38 The two selected
measuring positions, 0.25R and 0.5R, are therefore placed in
transition zones with marked changes in layer profiles. In
controls, HFL reaches a maximal plateau at these positions, and
at the 0.5R position the foveal slope is steepest and ONL
reaches a basal level following a decline from its maximum at
FC. The inclusion of two extra central measuring positions,
0.125R and 0.1875R, gave less information and was omitted in
the analysis of tilted images.

The OPL covers the FC in preterms with arrested foveal
development as has been shown by reflectometry during
normal development.10 This indicates that some cone pedicles
and synapses are present in the central part of the fovea and
require more vertically oriented Henle fibers to connect with
corresponding central photoreceptor segments. Two cases of
preterms without visible changes in foveal contour (PG1) show
a decreased width of the OPL free central zone as noted in
some preterm children born before 27 gestational weeks in our
previous study of extreme prematurity.26 A more central
location of the OPL edge may be interpreted as a sign of
immaturity representing an intermediate phase between
incomplete and complete central IRL displacement. Further-
more, Tick and colleagues6 suggest that the structural
variability in normal subjects may correspond to variations of
the size of the foveal avascular zone and foveal development.

The inter-OPL distance, that is, the distance between the
edges of the OPL, seems to have relevance as a clinical
parameter as shown by Kim and colleagues.39,40 They used the
inter-OPL distance in clinical studies of the foveal structure

following macular hole surgery to define the asymmetric
elongation of foveal tissue central to the OPL edge as a possible
effect of decreased postoperative foveolar stability after ILM
peeling. In a recent study by another group the inter-OPL
distance of the fellow eye was used to adjust for macular hole
diameter and morphologic variations assuming that eyes with
larger foveolar floor have larger hole diameter.41

The foveal rim is defined by the position where the retina
reaches its greatest total thickness and is the anatomic
representation of the margin of the fovea.16 Half the inter-rim
distance constitutes the foveal radius. This landmark, charac-
terized by maximal total retinal thickness and IRL thickness,
was easily defined in OCT images of all cases but one that
lacked a foveal depression (case PG3-2).

The standard definition of FC is traditionally the center of
the foveal pit, and this normally coincides with the peak of the
OS bulge. However, it has been shown that arrested
development of premature retinas primarily affects the
morphology of the IRL with little or no lateral changes in the
outer retinal layers. Since the focus of this study was to
describe changes of the outer retina, and in order to avoid
changes caused by possible asymmetric changes of the IRL, we
selected the position of the longitudinal reflectometric profile
with the most well-defined peaks within 63 pixels from the
peak of the OS bulge maximum as the definition of FC.

The more central position of the foveal rim in the two PG
with arrested foveal development (PG2 and PG3) corresponds
to the observation by Yanni and colleagues25 of a decreased
foveal diameter in cases with ROP compared to controls and
preterms without ROP. One possible explanation for the more
central position of the foveal rim in the immature retina could
be a reduced displacement of IRL structures in preterms with
arrested foveal development.

FIGURE 7. Manual segmentation data of OPL, HFL, and ONL thickness in micrometers (mean 6 SD) along the temporal axis of control (C) and PG2
groups. The PG2 group shows increased central thickness of the ONL compared to controls as well as a central displacement of landmark positions.
The PG2 group also shows a central OPL that is absent in the control group. Distance along temporal axis in micrometers.
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Our FC/R landmark transformation adjusts for differences in
foveal rim position and improves the ability of comparing
interindividual B-scans.4–6 The finding of a 20% shorter FC to R
distance in preterms with an immature fovea than in controls
makes the size adjustment even more important for discrim-
inating deviations in premature retina from normal. Knighton
and colleagues42 have previously shown that foveal size
correction reduces variance when mapping ganglion cell
layers and likely improves the ability to discriminate abnormal
maps. Measurements at defined landmark positions were used
to facilitate comparisons between groups and we used two
eccentricity scales based on foveal rim (R) positions for
adjusted foveal size or an absolute scale of micrometers.

The profile and thickness of the combined OPLþHFLþONL
of these preterms seemed to be increased centrally compared to
controls, in line with previous studies.26–28 Directional OCT was
needed to separate the true HFL from the true ONL as described
in earlier studies.12–14 The absolute and relative contributions of
the OPL, HFL, and ONL to the thickening of the retina and
reduced FD in arrested foveal development were described for
the first time according to our knowledge.

This supernormal central increase of the combined
thicknesses of the photoreceptor cell body (ONL) and
pedicle/synapse layers (OPL) is remarkable since it does not
fit into the timeline of normal development where a
monotonic increase of the combined OPL þ HFL þ ONL is
seen.21,22 To explain our finding of an increased true ONL
thickness in developmental arrest, our hypothesis is that the
decreased displacement of retinal ganglion and bipolar cells
decreases the centrifugal pull on the synaptically connected
cone pedicles and photoreceptor cell bodies. A consequence
of the retarded displacement of cone pedicles is that their

axons have to be more vertically oriented within the foveola.
The course of the normally oblique columns of ONL cell
bodies43 also changes to a more vertical direction, thereby
increasing the height of the central ONL. An alternative
explanation such as an increase in photoreceptor cell numbers
is less probable since the ONL cell population seems to be
unchanged after midgestation.1 No prediction is made about
the thickness of the HFL within the foveola in this hypothesis
of decreased centrifugal pull within the central fovea, since the
thickness of the HFL is a function of number, length, and angle
of axons. We found only a marginal increase at FC for this layer
in the present study, which may be an effect of more vertically
oriented fibers at FC.

The photoreceptor inner and outer segment layers (IS/OS)
could be well defined in the reflectometric profiles, and
manual segmentation added little information. The three
hyperreflective peaks (ELM, IS/OS, and IZ) corresponding to
layers extending from the ELM to the IZ were all well defined
in controls as well as in preterms in the present study. These
peaks normally appear during the second postnatal year.10

Vajzovic and colleagues21 suggest that these reflective bands
are fully mature at 13 to 15 years in their combined OCT and
histologic study of human foveal maturation.

The profiles and thicknesses of separate OS and IS layers of
preterms with arrested foveal development showed no
observable change compared to controls as shown in a
previous study.27 This indication of structural normality of OS
in these preterms contrasts to reports of absence of an OS
bulge in some preterms with worse visual prognosis.44 Signs of
delayed maturation of the IS/OS or ellipsoid zone as described
during early development of very preterm infants45 were not
observed in the present study by reflectometry at adult age.

FIGURE 8. Cumulative layer thickness in micrometers (mean 6 SD) from manual segmentation data of OPLþ HFLþ ONL, HFLþ ONL, and ONL
along temporal axis of control (C) and PG2 groups. The PG2 group shows increased central thickness of these layers compared to controls as well as
a central displacement of landmark positions. Distance along temporal axis in micrometers.
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Lacking clear evidence of changed photoreceptor segment
structure, further studies are needed to provide insight about
changes of other layers within the central fovea that may cause
decreased mfERG responses46–49 or retinal sensitivity32 in
some preterms. The observations in the present study of
marked changes within the inner photoreceptor layers
including the pedicle/synapse layer of the foveola, with limited
space for the central pedicles due to decreased areal
magnification from cone inner segments to cone pedicles35,50

caused by reduced displacement, may be of importance to
explain decreased central retinal function in preterms.

A foveal OS bulge was present in all images of preterms as
described in a previous study.26 Our analysis showed that this
central OS bulge was caused by lengthening of the outer
segments and not the inner segments. However, our attempt to
quantitatively define the limits of the foveal OS bulge was
unsuccessful. Although the slope of OS decline was most
marked out to 200 lm in both controls and preterms, the slope
continued peripherally without any definable landmark as
noticed in normal subjects in a previous reflectometric study.51

The current study has limitations that must be taken into
consideration in order to assess the significance of the results
and conclusions. First, it was to some extent limited by the
small number of subjects. The examinations were extremely
demanding, requiring between 15 and 30 scans at one or two
occasions in order to obtain enough high-quality images that
captured the foveal reflex in different tilt positions. During the
search for suitable subjects it was noticed that preterms with
signs of foveal immaturity, more often than controls, lack the
obvious sign of a clear foveal reflex as detected by OCT. They
have more difficulties in keeping a strict fixation for a longer
time period and more often have a displaced corneal apex,
which causes difficulties in obtaining tilted scans with
directional OCT. However, we believe that the final group of
subjects, showing a clear foveal reflex and a range in signs of
foveal immaturity, is representative of a larger group of
preterms with comparable demographics.

Second, data collection was performed using semiautomated
reflectivity analysis, even though there are freely available
multilayer segmentation algorithms as well as a built-in
segmentation algorithm in the Cirrus HD-OCT. However, to
the best of our knowledge, these algorithms do not allow for
individual segmentation of the HFL and ONL. In addition, eyes
with incomplete extrusion of the IRL present difficulties for the
built-in segmentation algorithm of the Cirrus HD-OCT, resulting
in erroneous layer segmentation in the central fovea.33

In summary and in conclusion, the results of the present
study suggest that analysis of anatomic features such as
landmarks and thickness profiles of different retinal layers in
preterms can demonstrate marked redistributions within cell
populations in preterms with arrested foveal development. Our
results extend previous observations by delineating the
changes in separate layers of the outer part of the fovea. The
present study shows a central thickness increase in layers
consisting of photoreceptor cell bodies (ONL) and pedicles/
synapses (OPL) in preterms with signs of arrested foveal
development in addition to a thickness increase of postrecep-
tor layers. The reduced FD may thus be caused to an equal or
dominating part by thickening of the combined ONL and OPL
compared to that of postreceptor layers. However, we were
unable to show any change in IS or OS thickness in preterms.
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